Welcome to the DSpace Wiki! If you need an account, email wikihelp@lyrasis.org

Although a few pages are 'locked' to prevent spamming, anyone who sign ups and creates an account can freely edit most of the DSpace Wiki. If you've forgotten your password, please visit the reset your password page.

Give DSpace a test run before you install it!

See Try out DSpace 7 for how to access our sandbox site or install your own sandbox locally.

Running DSpace

Running into an annoying issue? See our How to Troubleshoot an error guide for tips to get help!

- Documentation
- Support
- Mailing Lists or Slack
- Guides and FAQs
- Registered DSpace Service Providers - Looking for someone to customize or host your DSpace?
- Software Releases
  - Current Stable Release: DSpace 7.x (Release Notes)
  - Next Release Status
  - DSpace Software Support Policy
- Open Source License (BSD)

DSpace Community

- Who's Using DSpace? – Add your DSpace service here
- Participate and Contribute - How to Contribute to DSpace!
- Project Teams
  - DSpace Steering Group
  - DSpace Leadership Group
  - DSpace Committers
  - Interest Groups
    - DSpace Community Advisory Team (DCAT)
    - DSpace Marketing Interest Group
  - Working Groups
    - DSpace 7 Working Group

Announcing the DSpace Development Fund

Consider contributing to the DSpace Development Fund, which helps to support new feature development for upcoming releases!

Want to get involved?

Looking for ways to help out? Or, have ideas that you really want to see implemented in DSpace? See our guide on How to Contribute Ideas / Code / Documentation for some ways you can help make DSpace better for everyone!

If you are a developer and want to get your feet wet with DSpace, consider trying to tackle one of our unresolved, "good first issue" tickets. They should be approachable to anyone who is newer to DSpace, and it'd be a great way to give back!

Announcements

7.4 Release now available!

Support for DSpace 5 and 6 is ending in 2023

Find out what's happening in the DSpace Community.

Website news: https://dspace.lyrasis.org/news/
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